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Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
���  !��' إ%$اه( . ،*+,- .�4� ج*4+. :9$جEnglish ( 7(34$ي ا01/�University  George 
Washington  >? doctorate of science in electrical and computer engineering 1990 or 1989. 

I’m a specialist in the area of telecommunication network and newt work security, when I 
finished my PhD,  7+رج >KL*K% ارةNK73 ا1'آPخ *R1 Egypt to serve my country, to do my best 

serving the area of network and security back in Egypt. I did a lot of job and a lot of 
project in Egypt, I’m sharing many many projects in Egypt, in the ministry finance, 

ministry of transportation, ministry of agriculture, everything I did a project in Egypt. But 
when I feel that there is an attack against success in Egypt.  ن ه/*كNXی *R1 �� ان* %]Z إن ا3R1$ی

individual success >? ]^,�% against  ه`ا ال success  .  >/+ه/*ك ی aKbc *إ1< أن eل . داNgأ hی*L i4 �X1و
� ?< ه/*ك X1ج'ا، و ����l! ن*س آNی�? ���، mL*ن ا3R1$ی��,^Nا  individualsإن آn ا3R1$ی% against the 

successن ال*mL i4 success ال �X1و a�bن benefit behind thee success . ا ی*خ'وا الN,[% !هbenefit 
behind the success ]^,ش یN4* اخ`وه N1 against this success.  

 
4�$ا*X1ا pPأة خ$R1ا1^*ه$ة: ا �4 q:$r ...؟  

nن 4'ی/. 34$ ا1^*ه$ة: ا1$ج*X( �  ...أن* 4
4� أ: اR1$أة $,K+: >ء ?< ا1^*ه$ة4'ی/. 34$ ا1^*ه$ة ه*� uا ]gر.  
nی+/< : ا1$جit is okay ،ء*� uا ]gأر �4 ،it is okay. But right now >/+ی iK��$ة .  4* %^KX1ا .R hP1 .0�Kن

  .ا1< ه*ج$ت R1'ی/. $34 %^7
  

 

English translation: 
 
My name is Sayed Ibrahim Hussein. I am Egyptian, of course. I am a graduate of George 
Washington University. My Ph.D. is in science, electrical and computer engineering, 
1990 or 1989.  I am specialist in the area of telecommunication networks and network 
security. When I finished my Ph.D., when I finished my Ph.D., I came back to Egypt to 
serve my country, to do my best in serving the area[s] of network and security back in 
Egypt. I did a lot of jobs and a lot of projects in Egypt, and sharing many, many projects 
in Egypt, in the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Agriculture, 
everything … I did a project in Egypt. But, when I feel there is an attack against the 
success in Egypt … I feel that Egyptians, when there is an individual success, they are 
against this success. This is what I saw there.  I do not want to say that all Egyptians are 
like this, because a lot of Egyptians are very good people. However, there are individuals 
who are against success, not because of the success itself but because of the benefit 
behind this success.  They like to take the benefit that's behind success. If they did not get 
this benefit, they are against it.  
 
-Are you from Cairo? 

 
-I lived in Nasser City in Cairo.  

 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


-This city is considered one of the best places in Cairo. 
 

-It is Okay, one of the best places; it is okay, but right now it isn’t … right now, because 
of the over- crowdedness of people [who have] immigrated to Nasser City.  
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